Search guide - Searching in the "Research Projects" database

- Documents may be searched for any keywords. It is also possible to combine keywords to increase the accuracy of your searches as explained below.
  - You may truncate keywords by entering an asterisk **. Example: deink* finds all documents containing the terms "deinked", "deinking", "deinkable" etc.. The asterisk can only be attached to the end of the keyword. It is not possible to precede the keyword with an asterisk.
  - Blanks between keywords function as a logical "OR" operator. Example: fillers pigments will find all documents containing either fillers or pigments.
  - Placing a plus sign "+" in front of keywords functions as a logical "AND" operator. Example: +fillers +pigments provides as hits all documents containing both of the keywords.
  - Placing a minus sign "−" in front of a keyword functions as a logical "NOT AND". Example: +fillers -pigments will search for all documents containing the term fillers but excluding the term pigments.
  - Brackets may also be substituted for several plus or minus signs. Example: +(ozone bleach effluents) is the same as entering +ozone +bleach +effluents.
  - Publications may also be searched on the basis of start of the project and/or end of the project. The first field is used to indicate "before" or "after", the second field indicates the month and the third field the year.